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The Ruler 

BASIC HUMAN DESIRES 

To exert leadership 

Control 

Help others become  

powerful leaders 

PROMISE/QUOTE 

Power isn’t everything; it’s the 

only thing. 

MAIN GOAL 

To create prosperity and 

success 

ROLE: Leader 

TRAITS 

Leader 

Responsible 

Organized 

Role Model 

Administrator 

SHADOW TRAITS 

Bossy 

Manipulative 

VALUES 

Power 

Success 

Wealth 

Control 

BRAND VOICE BRAND MESSAGE 

“You are successful in work and 

life. Reward your excellence and 

your achievements.” 

DRIVING FORCE 

Responsibility &  

Leadership 

Power 

Prosperity 

Status 

Success 

Wealth 

FEARS 

Chaos; Being overthrown 

Weakness 

Insignificance 

Failure 

Poverty 

Destitution 

BRAND THEME WORDS 

EXAMPLE BRANDS 

Louis Vuitton 

Mercedes-Benz 

Rolex 

IBM 

Amazon 

COMMON INDUSTRIES & 

CATEGORIES 

Luxury Automobiles 

Watch Manufacturers 

Hotels 

Formal Wear 

Luxury/High Quality Brands 

SLOGAN EXAMPLE 

“The best or nothing.”  

~ Mercedes-Benz 

Commanding 

Refined 

Articulate 

Confident 

Authoritative 

Powerful 

Clear 

Greatness 

Mastery 

Luxury 

Success 

Achievement 

Respect 

Wealth 

Confidence 

Influence 

Leader 

CORE DESIRE 

Provide Structure 

 



LEVELS 

1. Taking responsibility for one's own life.  

2. Being the leader of a family or group.  

3. Becoming a leader at a higher level within the community 

or government.  
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The Ruler 
RISKS 

Could lack a common connection, or be too authoritative or 

controlling  

ARCHETYPE IN ACTION 

Ruler brands are clearly evident in industries such as  

security, technology, finance, and government. They are 

also appropriate for any brand offering high-end products 

or services. The marketing techniques they use will appeal 

to the consumers’ desire to be important, influential, and 

successful. Imagery is often classical, traditional,  

statuesque, noble, or sophisticated. Pricing is moderate to 

high.  

As you would expect, organizational structure is  

hierarchical within Ruler brands and roles are clearly  

defined. These organizations tend to be highly stable,  

functional, and orderly, but are often incapable of quick  

response or adaptation because decisions have to go 

through a chain of command. Ruler brands tend to grow by 

acquisition, taking over their competitors and swallowing 

up the little guys.  

CONSUMER PROFILE 

Ruler consumers are typically concerned with image, status, 

or prestige. They gravitate to Ruler brands because they 

want the powerful impressions associated with those brands 

to influence how others perceive them.  

Often natural leaders, Ruler consumers are high achievers 

with a long list of accomplishments to their name. As such, 

they also have a lot of responsibility and don’t like taking  

orders from others. Often Ruler consumers are very patriotic 

and have a deep appreciation for their country’s laws,  

traditions, and heritage.  

At the lower level, Ruler consumers feel as if the world should 

cater to them. No waiting in lines, no second-tier status, no 

asking twice.  

At the higher level, those that don’t expect special treatment 

will at least appreciate it. Brands that want to reach Ruler 

consumers should consider how they can make them feel 

important (through VIP status or a platinum club  

membership), as well as focus on the stability they can give 

them.  

BRAND STRATEGY 

Use marketing that emphasises prestige, control and  

competence that appeals to this consumer's desire to feel 

important, influential, and successful.  

Exert Leadership  

Demonstrate superiority  

Help people become more organized  

Restore order  

Create more stability and security in a chaotic world  

Empower people to maintain or enhance their power  

Offer order by managing complex systems, processes, or 

structures  

Take charge of people, situations, or communities  

Use classical, traditional, sophisticated imagery  
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The Ruler’s Sub-Archetypes 

The Ruler 

Rulers possess a high degree of confidence and have an innate 

desire to be leaders. They need to be in control and feel  

qualified based on proven expertise or competence. This  

sub-archetype strives to create environments that are produc-

tive and harmonious. Its weakness lies in the fear of losing  

control, and can therefore overcompensate by becoming too 

authoritarian.  

MOTIVATION 

To lead through proven expertise and competence  

Rolls Royce 

Rolex 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

American Express 

British Airways 

The Sovereign 

The Sovereign carries an air of prestige and rank. Holding fast 

to tradition, the Sovereign is controlled and proper in the public 

eye. While the Sovereign can fall into the trap of entitlement, it 

carries a great deal of responsibility and strives to act  

accordingly.  

MOTIVATION 

To maintain traditions through controlled  

behaviours  

Mercedes-Benz 

Cleopatra 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Queen Elizabeth II 

The Vatican 

The Judge 

The Judge uses discernment and wisdom to challenge wrongs 

that need to be righted, thus providing structure to society or 

environments. With a balance between compassion and  

justice, the Judge is strong on communication, research, and 

strategy. However, it can be seduced by power, so the Judge 

should make a conscious effort to remain objective and  

impartial.  

MOTIVATION 

To use wisdom and discernment to challenge 

wrongs that need to be righted  

Consumer Reports 

Snopes 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

The Supreme Court 

Standards & Poor’s 

The Ambassador 

Acting as a diplomat, the Ambassador sub-archetype works to 

resolve disputes. The Ambassador strategically maneuvers 

complex issues or relationships to restore stability on common 

ground. The challenge for this sub-archetype lies in the  

potential to misuse its influence.  

MOTIVATION 

To use strategy to resolve complex issues and  

restore stability  

Oprah 

Brooks Brothers 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Nelson Mandela 

Pocahontas 

The Monarch 

The Monarch acts as head of the family, maintains order, and 

provides protection. With leadership and courage, this  

sub-archetype takes care of those under it, inspiring feelings of 

security. However, the Monarch should be careful not to fall 

into a tyrannical leadership style.  

MOTIVATION 

To maintain order and provide protection with 

leadership and courage  

IRS 

Volvo 

The Godfather 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Winston Churchill 

The Pope 


